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Money Demand and Inflation in
Switzerland: An Application of
the Pascal Lag Technique
N 1973, the Swiss National hank ceased pegging
the Swiss franc to the U.S. dollar. In so doing, the
Swiss monetary authorities gained control over’
the domestic money stock. ‘I’his article describes
the m’ole ofmoney demand estimates in the new
monetaty policy. It then assesses this foundation
ofpolicy by developing a statistical model for’
money demimand tailored to Ike current exchange
rate and monetary conttol regime.
SWISS MONETARY POLICY
Under the Br’etton Woods system, Switzer-land
was one of many countries to experience the
transmission of U.S. intlation to its economy. Be-
cause the Swiss National Bank pegged the cx-
change rate of the Swiss franc against the U.S. dol-
lam’, there was a close connection between U.S. and
Swiss inflation. Ar-bitrage saw to it that changes in
the dollar prices of internationally traded goods
were matched by proportional changes in corre-
sponding Swiss franc prices. Competition caused
the prices of Swiss domestic goods to keep pace
with the prices ofinternationally traded goods.
Meanwhile, the public adjusted the Swiss money
stock to the rising price level, in order to hold real
money balances at the desired level.’
The Determination of Monetary
Targets
The beginning of 1973 marked achange in the
monetaty regime. With the transition to flexible
exchange rates, the Swiss monetary authorities
‘This does not meanthat inflation is not amonetary phenome-
non. Under fixed exchangerates, inflation in a particular coun-
try is not caused by the money growth of thatcountry, but by
the combined money growth of all countries participating in this
monetary arrangement. In such an environment,a small coun-
try is aprice taker, with virtually no influence on the world price
level, When the exogeneousprice level rises,domestic resi-
dents restoretheir real balances by accumulating foreign
exchange (dollars) through currentaccount surpluses. These
earnings arethen convertedto domestic currency (Swiss
francs) by the central bank(the Swiss National Bank) which is
ready to makeany transaction at the given exchange rate.44
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not taken into consideration when formulating the
monetary target. This leaves the income elasticity
of money demand as the decisive coefficient. Mul-
tiplying the income elasticity by the expected
growth of real income provides an estimate of the
growth of the money supply consistent with a
stable price level,
The statistical findings indicate that the income
elasticities of the demand for base money and Ml
are close to unity. This leads to the rule of thumb
that price level stability can be achieved ifmoney
growth is equal to the growth ofreal income, The
growth potential of the Swiss real income is esti-
mated to be around 2 percent per year.2 Accord-
ingly, the Swiss monetary targets have been gradu-
ally lowered over time to 2 percent in 1986.
.Mdnetan~ Regime and Money Demand
Estimation
With the change to flexible exchange rates, the
estimation of the money demand function must
be reconsidered Under the current regime of
monetary control, the nominal money supply is
exogenous. Consequently, price level movements
must bring aggregate real money balances in line
with the desired level, The Chow money demand
specification, the one most widely used in Swiss
money demand estimates, does not adequately
capture this adjustment process.2 This problem
appears in empirical findings: Hen (1986) reports
that the explanatory power of a Chow specifica
tion decreases substantially when the sample
contains data only from the flexible-exchange-rate
period.
The present article develops a model of price
level adjustment to estimate Swiss money demand
for the period from 1/1973 to IV/1986. Since we are
interested in accurate measurements of the in-
come and interest rate elasticities, an estimation
procedure is chosen that considers abroad range
of dynamic adjustments of the price level.




We start with a long-run demand for money
function:
(1) M~= f)Z),
where M~.’ denotes real money balances demanded,
and Z is a set of variables, usually including a mea-
sure of real income and one or more interest rates.
Equilibrium requires that equation 2 holds:
(2) M/P4
=
The nominal money stock, M, is exogenous. There-
fore, this equation determines the equilibrium
price level ~ The actual price level, P, does not
always equal P4. Laidler (1985)elaborates:
When aflexible price economy is pushed off its
tong-run demand-for-money function, it moves
back by way ofthe influence ofprice level changes
onthe stock ofreat balances. Ifthe price level is
perfectlyflexible, such adjustment is instantane-
ous, and onlyalong-run aggregate demand-for-
moneyfunction is observable. However, if prices
move less than instantaneously, we would observe
the economy moving slowly to equilibrium over
time byway ofprice level changes influencingthe
quantity ofreal balances.~
To illustrate this point, consider the following
experiment: We start with the price level in equi-
librium (at P~J, Now) the quantity ofmoney is in-
creased. At the prevailing price level, real balances
are above their equilibrium value, which induces
people to increase their spending and investment,
In an economy close to full employment, the in-
creased demand will drive up prices.
In this process, existing contracts are renegoti-
ated over time. Hence, the price level does not
jump to the new equilibrium (P~immediately;
instead, it adjusts gradually. Figure la shows two
possible shapes of this adjustment process.5 In its
2For anup-to-date study of the Swiss potential real income
growth, see Buttlem, Ettlin and Ruoss (1987).
~Chow(1966)introduced the following adjustment specification
formoneydemand estimates:
M,,—M,,, = ~(Mf,—M,~4) O<I3~1,
where M, denotes real moneybalances, andM~is the long-run
moneydemand. Laidler (1985), pp. 111—12, points out that this
“mealadjustment” version coincideswith aprice adjustment
version based on the partial-adjustment hypothesis only if the
moneysupply is invariant overtime.
‘Laidler(1985), p. 111.
5Thenotion thatthe real moneystock can deviate fromthe
desired money stockand thatthis discrepancy is only slowly
diminished through price level changes has recently been
called the ‘bufferstockconcept” ofmoney. Laidler (1987)
givesadescription of buffer stockmoney and the transmission
mechanism.46
Figure la
Adjustment Paths of the Price
Level
Figure lb
Lag Weights for the Price Level
Adjustment
general form, the adjustment pm’ocess can be writ-
ten as




Figure lb shows the pattern oflag weights (wi that
correspond to the two adjustment paths in figure
Ia.’ The lagweights are also called the speed of
adjustment since they measure the adjustment of
the price level per unit of time. The Koyck lag, the
simplest case, is denoted by the solid line. It can
be derived from a partial-adjustment hypothesis
which statesthat the gap between P and P~ is
closed by a constant fraction (~1pci-unit of time.
This implies that the adjustment speed of the
price level is highest at the beginning and dimin-
ishes steadily thereafter. Because of its simplicity,
this adjustment specification has been the most
popular form of capturing the dynamic aspects of
money demand?
Laidlerquestions the application of the partial
adjustment hypothesis to the behavior of the price
level - He writes:
)W(ewould have to argue that it is possible to
capture in one simple parameter ~the entire
transmission mechanism whereby the price level
responds to discrepancies between the supply
and demand for nominal money. This might he
possible, though it seems implausible to saythe
least?
Laidler concludes that ifwe are, suspicious of the
validity of the partial-adjustment hypothesis, then
we must also be suspicious ofall other parameters
(for example, income and interest rate elasticities)
estimated with a partial-adjustment specification.
Estimates for’ Switzerland suggest that the re-
sponse of the prce level to changes in the money
stock resembles the pattern shown by the dashed
line in figures Ia and lb.” This adjustment is char-
acterized by a slowly increasing adjustment speed
in the initial stage of the process; it takes time for’
the price level movement to build momentum. To
get accurate estimates of income and interest rate
elasticities, it is therefore wom’thwhile to consider a
‘Equations2 and 3 ensurethat aconstant growthrate of money
eventually leads to a rate of inflationequal to the rate of money
growth.
‘See Thornton (1985) fora concise overview ofapplications of
thepartial-adjustment hypothesis in money demand estimates.
‘Laidler(1985), p. 111.
‘SeeWasserfallen (1985) andZenger (1985).
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wider range ofpossible lagpatterns than just the
Koyckspecification.
The Pascal Lag Technique
The Pascal lag distribution is aflexible instru-
ment for capturing the dynamic adjustment pro-
cess discussed above. Solow (1960) suggested that
the w, in equation 3 can be represented by the
Pascal distribution. Applied to the case at hand,




where ris apositive integer, K is aparameter to be
estimated, and e, denotes an error term. The com-
bination term in parentheses after the summation
sign is a scalar value that depends onr and i.
Kmnenta (1986) presents an instructive graphical
example ofhow the shape of the lag changes with
different values of r.’°In the simplest case )r= 1),
the Pascal lagreduces to the Koyck lag. Thus, this
technique captures a Koyck-type adjustment
while opening the possibility oftracing alagpat-
tern similar to the dashed line in figure ib.
The Pascal lag is estimated with a maximum
likelihood procedure, that searches forthe
parameter values that minimize the residual sum
of squares. It can be estimated in either’ its autore-
gressive form or in its distributed lag form.” In this
study, the distributed lag form is chosen because a
possible mnisspeciflcation ofthe serial con-elation
properties of the residual process can lead to
flawed parameter estimates in the autoregressive
specification.” As Maddala and Rao suggest, the
order of the Pascal Lag fri can be chosen by select-
ing the specification that maximizes the adjusted
The lagtechnique used here implies an infinite
adjustment process. Because of the finite sample
size, this poses a problem. Two ways to dealwith
this issue shall be briefly described for the sim-
plest case, the geometric lag.’~Equation 4 can be
written as
t—l
14’) P = (1—k) E KP~L,+ )1’—k) ~ X!P~,+ e,.
i=0 i=t
The first part on the right-hand side contains ex-
ogenous variables as farback as the sample period
runs. The second term contains values that go
backto infinity. This second term, however, can be
written as
00
(i—K) ~ K’P~= KElP,).
i=t
Thus, the term K’ ElPO) can be substituted for the
infinite part of the equation. In exchange for avoid-
ing the problem of dealing with an infinite series,
however, we face a newproblem: the expected
value of P, [ElP,) for’ t = 0] is not observable. This
problem is approached in two ways. First, El P,) is
estimated by including an additional parameter.”
Second, the actual value ofP, is used in place of
El P,). The first procedure shall be called “the
method of free parameters;” the latter shall be
called “the method of determined parameters.”
The Spec~cation ofthe Model
The specification of the long-run money de-
mand function is
IS) m, — p’ = a, + a,y, + a,R, a,>0, a,<0.
Theestimates are conducted with differenced
data. Therefore, no estimate of the constant (a,) is
provided. Lower case letters denote logarithmic
variables. The semi-logarithmic specification of
money demand is the most widely used in Switz-
erland. All variables (except the income, y,) are
quarterly averages. The price level is represented
by the consumer price index. The money stock
variable is Mi, and the income variable is the real
gross domestic product. R, is the return (in per-
‘°Kmenta(1986), p. 537.
~lSee Maddala (1977) for acomprehensive treatment of the
Pascal lag. Maddala and Rao(1971) give athorough descrip-
tion of the estimationmethods for the Pascal lag model.
“See Maddalaand Rao p. 84, and Harvey (1985), chapter 7.
‘4With the increasing order of the Pascal lag an increasing num-
ber ofexpected initial values mustbe replaced by new parame-
ters (see Maddalaand Rao, p. 80). That is why aselection
criterion (A’) is usedthat is adjusted for the degrees offree-
dom.
“Following Maddala, and Maddala and Rao.48
centage points) on three-month Euro-deposits in
Swiss francs.”
Estimation Results
The first round of estimates is conducted by using
the method offree parameters. The equilibrium
price level in equation 4i sreplaced by its determi-
nants according to equation 5-The following equa-
tion is then estimated:
(13) Asp, =
(I —K)’ ~ )r+ii( K Iám,, — a,Ay,~ —
+ C,.
i=0
Table 1 contains the il’s and the estimates of K for
order’s ofthe Pascal lag ranging from one to four.
The K estimates, which range from 0.77 to 0.97,
indicate that theempirical adjustment is rather
slow; fast adjustment would imply a K close to
zero. The lagdistribution implied by the estimates
of K are shown in chart 1. Since the maximum R’ is
achieved with the r = 2 specification, the estimates
reject the Koyck lag )t-= 1) as the best specification
of the adjustment process. Visible for the optimal
case )r’ = 2) is a small adjustment of the price level
within the quarter of the disturbance. In contrast
to the Koyck lag, w, t-eaches its maximum value
only six quarters after the disturbance and then
slowly decreases. It takes approximately 10 quar-
ters forthe pricelevel to adjust by 50 percent to-
ward a new equilibrium value. This is much closer
to the 12 quarters that both Wasserfallen and
Zenger report than the 19 quarters implied by the
Koyck estimate. Chart 2,the empirical counterpart
to figure la, shows the adjustment paths of the
price level implied by the Pascal lagestimates for
r = i and r= 2. The chart assumes an increase in
the equilibrium price levelfrom one to two in pe-
riod one. The two adjustment paths show a simi-
lar response ofthe price level only over the first
year.
Table 1
fl2 Statistics and X Estimates for
Pascal Lag Estimates of Different
Order (r): I/1973—IV/1986
r
1 0 3834 0 9663
2 0 4469 0 6677
3 0 4443 0 8025
4 04433 07741
I able 2 contains the parameter estimates ,tnd
various statistics for the r= 2 case. The two a coef-
ficients have the expected signs. The interest semi-
elasticity is very close to the corresponding esti-
mate reported in Kohli and Rich (1986). The
income elasticity, however, is substantially smaller
than in previous estimates and not significantly
differ’ent from zero. As the appendix points out,
however’, using the method of free parameters
implicitly involves the estimation of time trends,
which can affect the reported results.
The method ofdetermined parameters is used
to generate an alternative set of estimates. The II’
criterion again leads to the choice of the r’= 2 case
as thebest dynamic specification; the results are
presented in table 3. The income coefficient is
0.83; this time, it is significantly different from
zero. The other estimated coefficients are very
close to the estimates obtained from the first
method.
The method ofdetermined parameters depends
heavily on the starting values of the sample period.
The model is correctly specified only when the
initial values of P are equal or nearly equal) to the
expected values forwhich they at-e substituted. If
this condition is not met, the estimate suffers from
misspeciflcation.16 This flaw is likely to produce a
“Data on the gross domestic product (GDP) are released quar-
terly. The consumerprice index, published monthly, isa better
measure of Swiss inflation thanthe GDP deflator. Thenominal
GOP, and hence the deflator, are subject to larger revisions
than the deflatedGOP. The A’s of the estimates decrease
substantially whenthe consumer priceindex is replaced by the
GOP deflator. Although the estimated coefficients remain
virtually unchangedwhen the GOP is deflated with thecon-
sumerprice index, theA’s of the estimates decrease. There-
fore, the officiallydeflated series for the GOP is used in this
study. The interest rate for Euro-deposits in Swiss francs is
consideredthe best indicator forthe return on money market
instruments in Switzerland. Published domesticrates are
applicable to smallinvestors; large investors are able to get
Euromarket rates(about halfa percentagepoint more than the
domestic rate) even if theydeposit their funds with a domestic
bank.
“Thiscan be seen with the terminology used in the appendix:
whilethe method offree parameterssearches tory values that
minimize theresidual sum of squares, the method of deter-
mined parameters imposes arbitrary‘y values.49
Chart 1
Pascal Lag Estimates of Lag Weights for the Price
Level Adjustment
Chart 2
Pascal Lag Estimates of the Adjustment Path








































poor fit and significant autocorrelation ofthe re-
siduals. To get a feel for the magnitude ofthis
problem, the model is reestimated with eight new
star’ting points ranging from 1973.2 to 1975.1. Table
4 shows the outcome. The adjusted coefficient of
deteimination (B’)varies widely with the starting
value of the estimate. Six estimates show signifi-
cant autocorrelation of the residuals. Only two
estimates pass a Durbin-Watson test for- misspeci-
fication; these two, with starting points 1973.2 and
1975.1, have the highest B’s in this series of esti-
mates. Finally, the parameter estimates in these
two cases are in line with those in tables 2 and 3.
Thus, while both methods ofapplying the Pas-
callag to arelatively small data sample have their
limitations, their estimates of the parameters of
long-run money demand, as well as the dynamic
adjustment process, are consistent.SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
‘t’hisarticle deals with the estimation of money
demand in Switzeiland. During the period ofmon-
etarv control since 1973, the public has adjusted
real money balances to its desired level by means
of price level changes. Thus, the estimation of
money demand is tantamount to statistically
tracking variations in the price level.
The Pascal lag technique frees the adjustment
dynamics from the rigid corset of the partial ad-
justment process so frequently used in money
demand studies. The statistical findings show that
the partial adjustment process does not accu-
rately desctibe how the pi-icelevel adjusts to
changes in its determinants. It takes approxi-
mately one and ahalf years for the adjustment
speed of the price level to reach its maximum and
about one rTroleyear before half of the necessary
adjustment is completed.
Among the.estimates that pass a test of misspec-
ification no income coefficient of money demand
is statistically significantly different from one. Nev-
ertheless, all point estimates are less than one.
This result suggests that pr-ice level stability in
Switzei-land is more likely to be achieved with an
Ml growth somewhat less than real income
gt-owth.
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Appendix
Implicit Time Trends in the Pascal Lag Estimation
Using the Method of Free Parameters
This appendix demonstrates that using the
method of free parameters to apply the Pascal lag
to afinite sample size implies the estimation of
time trends. ‘the Pascal lag of order 2 serves as an




II —K)’ ~ (i+1) K (Am,, — cx, ~y_, — a.
+ E,
i=0
The infinite part of the equation is omitted by
rewriting this equation as
=
t—2
(1—K)’ ~ (i+1) K(Am, — cx,ay,, —
i=0
— )t—1) K E)Ap,) + tK’’ E(Ap,) + e,.
Using the method offree parameters means esti-
mating this equation in the form:
=
ti—K)’ ~ li+l) K’ tSm, — a ~y, — a,
i=0
The estimation procedure is not designed to gen-
erate values of &, and &, that are equal to the cor-
responding El~plvalues. Instead, the maximum
likelihood procedure will find values ofthese ‘free
parameters” that minimize the sum of squared
residuals:
= EIAp,,) + ~,.
= EIAp,) + ~,.
Hence, implicitly, the method of free parameters
respecifles the initial equation to
=
cc
(1—K)’ ~ )i+1) K(Am,, — a, Ay,1
—
i=0
+ ~, )1—t) K’ + y tK’’ + s,.
The term thus added to the basic equation.
y, (1 —t) K + -y. tK’’, is a time trend. The form of
this time trend is limited: after apositive or nega-
tive value at the beginning ofthe sample, it eventu-
allygoes toward zero. The trend parameteis. ~,
and ~,, however, cannot be estimated explicitly. — )t—1)K’a, + tK’’a4 + s,.